Introduction
The emergence of wastewater treatment processes to solve water quality issues led to the development of activated sludge (AS) systems, as the main biological process in wastewater treatment plants (WWTP). This system is composed of an aerated tank where the biological conversion of the contaminants takes place and of a clarifier where the AS is subsequently separated from the treated effluent by settling. In the aerated tank, microbial organisms oxidize pollutants, causing the organic matter and nutrients to be removed from the wastewater, given oxygen supply.
The sludge settling ability is considered one of the main problems in AS systems and is commonly measured by the sludge volume index (SVI). Therefore, sludge flocculation, stability, aggregates size, morphology, density, and chemical composition are crucial to the efficient operation of an AS system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Globally, AS encloses a complex ecosystem composed of different types of microorganisms, such as filamentous and floc-forming bacteria, protozoa and metazoa. Furthermore, due to the complex nature of microbial communities, imbalances between the different types of bacteria may take place and disturb the plant with profound economical and environmental consequences. For this reason, microbial community assessment by microscopy inspection [10] [11] [12] [13] is a useful way for a fast malfunction diagnosis. It should be noticed though that microscopy techniques are furthermore useful tools for ecology, hydrodynamics studies, diffusion and sorption of pollutants, which are beyond the scope of this article.
In AS systems, microorganisms commonly appear as microbial aggregates. However, the proliferation of filamentous bacteria in WWTP, compromising the plant efficiency, has resulted in a meticulous survey of these microorganisms. In fact, plant surveys carried out in different countries have shown a large diversity regarding filamentous bacteria with respect to diverse plant malfunctions [14] . Since identifying filamentous bacteria is not an easy task, traditional identification based on its morphology and physiology is still employed using bright-field and phase-contrast microscopy.
Nevertheless, in filamentous bacteria recognition, due to the similarity between some microorganisms many uncertainties have arisen, and therefore a number of different staining techniques were developed. Consequently, for microorganism identification, classical staining methods [13] are referred as the most significant techniques, and more recently, novel nucleic acid binding stains were found to detect microorganism status (such as Gram and viability) based on cell wall composition and integrity [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Furthermore, and apart from the ability to differentiate between viable/damaged and Gram-positive/Gram-negative bacteria, the use of dyes may be applied to identify different intracellular storage compounds. It is stated that information about these intracellular storage polymers and the diversity of microbial population could be invaluable to follow the microorganisms' metabolism [20] . Thus in-depth knowledge of the sludge properties can be accomplished. Overcoming some limitations of bright-field and phase-contrast microscopy, fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) (through fluorescence microscopy) has been used in the past few years to determine the contents of specific microorganisms in environmental samples, mainly floc-forming and filamentous bacteria [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Nowadays, technological evolution and advances in digital imaging allow for a fast and efficient microorganisms classification and quantification. With the increase of computers performance and affordability, quantitative image analysis (QIA) has become a routine analysis in several studies for AS characterization mostly in the research field, although not yet regularly implemented in real WWTP practices. Thus, image analysis is, at present, a wellestablished procedure when combined with optical microscopy, not only for aggregates and filaments monitoring, but also for improving the biological process efficiency through the combination with operational parameters data [6, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . It should be noticed though that some difficulties may be encountered in QIA procedures related to the suitability of the employed microscopy technique regarding the intended sludge characterization. Such may be the case of the bright-field microscopy used to determine filamentous bacteria contents, hampered when there is an overgrowth of filamentous bacteria, or the use of staining techniques in dense aggregates, among others.
The large amount of data that can be gathered in wastewater treatment regarding plant performance, operational, analytical, and physical data, and biomass characterization provided by QIA, requests the use of mathematical and statistical methods for data mining. This could be a challenging opportunity for the quantitative description of experimental results and effects, extracting fundamental information in wastewater treatment using chemometric techniques [47, 48] . Principal component analysis (PCA) is a useful technique to find patterns in data of high dimension, highlighting their similarities and differences [46] . Other main advantage of PCA is that once found these patterns in the dataset, data compression is possible by reducing the number of dimensions, without significant loss of information [49] . Another statistical technique widely employed, Partial Least Squares (PLS), is particularly useful to predict a set of parameters from a large set of independent variables [6, 41, 47] .
The aim of this review is to discuss the recent advances in AS characterization based on the application of microscopic, QIA and chemometric techniques, related to the contents, aggregation and status of the microorganisms involved. An in-depth analysis is performed to summarize the many new findings that have been achieved, and future developments for these biological processes are further discussed.
Activated sludge monitoring through microscopic examination
The basis of AS systems is the growth of floc-forming bacteria upon a filamentous bacteria backbone which settle under gravity in the final clarifier, leaving a clarified supernatant and a thickened return sludge. Thus, the success of a given AS system depends on a correct balance among floc-forming and filamentous bacteria [50, 51] . A variety of other factors is also known to affect settling rates due to flocculation and deflocculation processes [52] .
Shape, structure, and strength of AS flocs are three important characteristics regarding morphological characterization. Shape varies in its regularity, roundness and compactness, among others. If the flocs present highly irregular shapes, or present an open nature, consequently, the sludge settling velocity is reduced. Although, according to Eikelboom [12] , the presence of weak flocs could be inferred by the large presence of cells at the floc edge, promoting their degradation, when establishing the strength of a floc other methodologies, such as shear sensitivity [53] , are preferable. On the other hand, if compact flocs are present, bacteria are stacked close to one another, leading to higher settling velocities. It should be noticed though that, the air supply in the aerated tank and the presence of protruding filamentous bacteria leads to flocs irregularly shaped, and typical floc characteristics include irregular shape, broad distribution of particle sizes, fragile and easily compressible, highly porous and permeable to fluids, large specific surface areas, inhomogeneous distribution of internal mass, networked structure, and poor dewaterability [54, 55] . Other morphological, physical, and chemical factors, including particle surface properties, particle size, extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), and flocculating ability were also referred as affecting the solid-liquid separation processes in AS systems [2, 5, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] .
The most common problems in AS systems were reported by Jenkins et al. [13] comprising pinpoint flocs formation, filamentous bulking, dispersed growth, and viscous (or zoogleal) bulking. Hence, overproduction of EPS by floc-forming bacteria, and filamentous bacteria under or overgrow, can lead to operational problems. These problems arise mostly when the operating conditions are not perfect mainly in terms of organic load, nutrients, and oxygen supply. Although the occurrence of any of the phenomena here identified can negatively affect the clarifier performance, sludge bulking is one of the most significant problems. Bulking can cause severe operational problems, increasing the treatment costs and lowering the final effluent quality. The most critical problems involve poor settling ability, risk of sludge washout with the final effluent and deteriorated dewatering and thickening properties of the sludge [12] .
Understanding AS problems requires sludge characterization with respect to the aggregated and filamentous biomass contents, and filamentous microorganisms' identification through microscopic examination. It is known that the microbial aggregates characteristics, including their internal structure, chemical composition and microbial ecology, determine the transport properties and chemical reaction rates, and affect the overall performance of the treatment processes [65] . As microscopes allow the visualization of AS, microscopic examination is quite useful for determining the physical nature of the aggregated biomass, and the type and abundance of filamentous microorganisms [13] . Consequently, the determination of the AS biomass characteristics, related to settling and compaction, allows microscopic techniques to yield information related to the AS behavior in solid-liquid separation processes. As most microscopes are now fitted with a range of options for bright-field, phase-contrast or fluorescence microscopy further insight on these techniques is presented and discussed in the following sections.
2.1. Light microscopy 2.1.1. Bright-field microscopy Sezgin et al. [66, 67] and Sezgin [68] were the first authors to demonstrate a strong relationship between SVI and filamentous bacteria contents, using a procedure relying on manual counting with an eyepiece micrometer in bright-field microscopy. Furthermore, these authors proceeded to study the influence of organic loading on floc size distribution in AS using the same methodology [59] . However, manual counting techniques are rather time-consuming making them not feasible in wastewater treatment laboratories. Hence, some authors have tested quite simple automated image analysis methods to quantitatively characterize the aggregate morphology, and relate properties as floc fractal dimensions to the sludge settling ability [56, 57, 60, 69] . Furthermore, recent advances on floc structure analysis associated to microscopic techniques gave access to a deeper knowledge with respect to the aggregates structural information and strength [70] and are further discussed.
Phase-contrast microscopy
It has been already seen that bright-field microscopy may provide useful information about the sludge state, especially in conventional AS systems where floc-forming bacteria dominate, increasing the aggregates size and compactness. In spite of the affordability provided by bright-field microscopy, the transparent nature of the majority of microbial cells, including filamentous bacteria, hinders their visualization since they lack contrast. To overcome this problem, the use of phase-contrast microscopy is invaluable [71] for determining specific characteristics in filamentous bacteria identification, such as the presence of branching or sheath [13] , hardly visible in bright-field. In fact, phase-contrast microscopy, which differentiates density diverse structures, can be used to visualize AS internal structures without staining [41] , and contrast filamentous bacteria. Fig. 1 shows two images obtained using bright-field and phase-contrast microscopy, where the higher contrast of filamentous organisms using phase-contrast acquisition is clearly visible. Considering the advantage and disadvantages of both, in AS characterization, bright-field microscopy proved to be more precise for aggregates' borders determination and assessment of short protruding filaments while, phase-contrast microscopy was found to favor the assessment of long protruding filaments [43] , promoting filamentous bulking conditions identification. However, the use of bright-field microscopy presents some limitations in AS characterization, regarding the assessment of specific microbial communities and/or several intracellular storage compounds, unable to be identified.
Bright-field microscopy staining
It is known that the physiological characterization of different types of bacteria is able to be performed using bright-field microscopy coupled to staining procedures. Two staining procedures are used routinely in filamentous bacteria identificationGram [72] [73] [74] and Neisser [73] staining. The Gram staining method, and the differentiation between positive and/or negative status, depends on the existence of a permeability barrier in bacteria based on the chemical and physical properties of the cell wall. The reaction to Gram staining could be negative, strongly positive or weakly positive. Although a large variety of the filamentous microorganisms present in AS systems are Gram positive, a significant amount of Gram negative bacteria is also commonly observed in AS systems. This characteristic is helpful to determine the filamentous bacteria contributing to poor settlement of AS flocs, by bulking or foaming, in secondary settling tanks as Sphaerotilus natans, Type 1701, Type 021N and Type 1863 are Gram negative and Actinomycetes, Microthrix parvicella, Nostocoida limicola, Type 0914, Type 0041, Nocardia are Gram positive. The Neisser staining is based on the dye retention mechanism in the cell walls or granules of certain bacteria. Blue-violet cells (sometimes purple in appearance) are considered positive and yellow-brown cells negative. Commonly, this staining procedure is an indispensable aid to the identification of certain strains of filamentous bacteria [12] . Furthermore, Neisser staining can also be used to determine polyphosphate inclusions within the microorganisms [75] . Other staining methods are commonly used in bright-field microscopy for the determination of intracellular inclusions such as polyphosphate by Methylene Blue [72] and polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) [including poly-␤-hydroxybutyrate (PHB)] by Sudan Black B [72, 73, 76] . Furthermore, and regarding polyphosphate inclusions identification as intracellular storage polymers, promising results have also been already reported in enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EBPR) systems by using Methylene Blue staining [31] . The use of Sudan Black B to analyze PHA granules was already tested and successful results have also been achieved in an EBPR system [77] . Glycogen can be identified using periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining. However, this procedure is nowadays routinely used only in histology [78] . Regarding AS samples, the application of bright-field staining procedures for glycogen detection has been questioned and has rarely been used since available direct staining techniques up to now do not give reliable results [75] . Using electron microscopy, glycogen was successfully observed in an EBPR system [79] . Fig. 2 shows images obtained using Gram, Neisser, Methylene Blue, and Sudan Black B staining methods.
Nevertheless, traditional Gram, Neisser, Methylene Blue and Sudan Black B staining techniques may be problematic since they require practice, accuracy and precision in the discoloration step, and may be of limited application in large and dense flocs which do not decolorize correctly. At the same time, bright-field or phasecontrast microscopy may not be able to answer some questions about microbial communities such as species composition, structure and bacterial distribution. Thus, fluorescence microscopy, although more expensive, provides the user with a more powerful technology for these purposes, by the use of fluorescence based staining procedures.
Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
Using fluorescent probes is an attractive way to overcome some problems for studying microbial populations. Fluorescent probes are short sequences of DNA (16-20 nucleotides) labeled with fluorescent dyes, that recognize 16S rRNA sequences in cells and hybridize with them in situ (DNA-RNA matching). As a consequence, microorganisms can be identified and quantified in almost all ecosystems with hybridization [80] . Therefore, the combination of fluorescence microscopy with FISH probes is considered a powerful tool for in situ identification of microorganisms in AS systems. Studies on the characterization of filamentous organisms were already performed through the use of specific probes: S. natans and Haliscomenobacter spp. [21] , Eikelboom type 021N group I, II, II [27] , Candidatus and Microthrix [24] and Gordona amarae [23] . Moreover, more studies have focused on M. parvicella, the dominant and the most studied filamentous bacteria present in WWTPs causing regularly bulking and foaming phenomena in AS treatment plants throughout the world [51, 81, 82] . Also, N. limicola is largely studied due to their incidence in foaming and bulking phenomena [83] [84] [85] . Recently, FISH analysis was also applied to samples obtained from a full-scale plant and related to floc stability [4] . In the case of EBPR systems, FISH staining potential is being currently studied linking the process performance with the microbial community [31, 86, 87] . Furthermore, the review of Sanz and Köchling [88] emphasizes the FISH application for AS processes such as: (1) nitrifying populations' discrimination, (2) Anammox bacteria identification and (3) distinction of specific organisms in EBPR systems. However, there are some crucial disadvantages, regarding FISH analysis, related to the need of previous knowledge of the microbial population and dominant microorganisms under study in order to be detected. Apart from the identification of the AS bacterial species, this molecular technique was previously used to quantify different types of bacteria in AS, based on rating systems determining abundance categories by direct microscopy observation and manual count [30] . It was also used to quantify nitrifying bacteria by estimating the volumes of the aggregates, where positively labeled aggregates were manually counted and the average diameter of every aggregate was determined with the aid of an ocular with an implemented grid Images from a lab-scale AS system using bright-field and phase-contrast microscopy with 100× total magnification. (a) Bright-field image; (b) Phase-contrast image. [89] . However, the quantification may be complex and subjective using manual counting and non-uniform fluorescence intensity values can cause problems to automatic quantification procedures. In fact, several causes and solutions for missing or low FISH signals are described by Wagner et al. [90] . Furthermore, FISH application for image acquisition is also highly dependent on the sample density.
Fluorescent staining
Beyond FISH, rapid fluorescent staining methods were developed to estimate bacteria viability and Gram status. Hexidium iodide (HI) is a novel fluorescent nucleic acid binding dye that allows the assessment of Gram status by differential absorption through bacterial cell walls, selectively staining Gram-positive organisms without fixatives [89] . The use of such fluorescent dye may provide a robust, objective, and rapid alternative to traditional Gram staining in wastewater systems [16, 45] . The Live/Dead ® BacLight TM Bacterial Viability kit [17] is a widely used method to measure viability and differentiate between living and dead cells by detecting membrane integrity, even in a mixed population containing a broad range of bacterial types [17] . This kit is comprised by two nucleic acid probes, green-fluorescent SYTO ® 9 TM and redfluorescent Propidium Iodide (PI). These stains differ both in their spectral characteristics and in their ability to penetrate healthy bacterial cells. This kit was successfully used in drinking water and AS samples [29, 45, 92, 93] (Fig. 3) . Another fluorescence based kit has been already successfully used combining Gram and viability staining in AS samples [19] . The ViaGram TM Red+ Bacterial Gram Stain and Viability Kit [94] provides a fluorescent staining that differentiates Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial species and, at the same time, discriminates live from dead cells on the basis of membrane integrity. This kit contains two nucleic acid stains: 4-,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and SYTOX ® Green for viability determination. Bacteria with intact cell membranes stain fluorescent blue with DAPI, whereas bacteria with damaged membranes stain fluorescent green with SYTOX ® [19] . The Texas RedX CWGA selectively binds to the surface of Gram-positive bacteria [94] . This last described kit could be the best option when viability and Gram status of AS characterization are the main purposes, since with only one staining procedure the ensemble information is obtained. Moreover three colors staining procedures are not well adapted to fluorescence microscopy due to risk of overlapping fluorescence signals. Regarding the disadvantages pointed out for FISH probes (Section 2.2.1), for these particular fluorescent nucleic acid binding dyes, the same intensity and density problems arise. Thus, sample preparation studies, and specific image acquisition methodologies should be performed for a successful application of image analysis procedures and prevent the loss of the biological process knowledge.
Combined with FISH or otherwise, fluorescent staining samples with DAPI [95] , at high concentrations, and Nile blue [96] dyes, can be applied to visualize polyphosphate granules and PHA inclusions, respectively. Furthermore, Shennawy et al. [97] reported the use of Aniline blue to stain glycogen inside cells. A more detailed description about the different staining techniques can be found in Serafim et al. [75] . DAPI is regularly combined with FISH for the detection of nucleic acids and simultaneous identification of specific microorganisms in fluorescence microscopy. In the case of polyphosphate granules identification, DAPI staining depends on a polyphosphate-mediated metachromatic reaction, which causes a shift in the emitted fluorescence from blue to bright yellow-green [98] . It has been already found that at high concentrations, DAPI reacts with both DNA and polyphosphate, with poly-P-DAPI complex fluorescing as bright yellow while the DNA-DAPI complex fluoresces as sky blue [99, 100] . Therefore, bacteria which accumulate large amounts of polyphosphate will be easily distinguished, with DAPI staining, as they fluoresce yellow (525 nm) [101, 102] , for an excitation wavelength of 330-385 nm [103] . However, it has been also stated by Streichan et al. [95] that high concentrations of DAPI (50 g mL −1 ) stain both polyphosphate granules and lipid inclusions, although with background fluorescence problems. A different DAPI concentration (5 g mL −1 ) has already been used for polyphosphate granules identification for an excitation wavelength of 360 nm and emission between 400 and 650 nm [104] . As reported by Serafim et al. [75] , the distinction between the two storage compounds is based on the fluorescent intensity as the lipid fluorescence is weaker and fades in a few seconds while polyphosphate granules appear bright yellow. PHA inclusions fluoresce orange (600-660 nm) [105, 106] , for an excitation wavelength between 460 and 600 nm, by Nile blue staining, whereas glycogen and polyphosphate do not absorb enough of the dye to be detected [96, 105] . However, there are other lipid compounds which are commonly stained with this technique [75] . At the same time, it was stated by the same authors that Nile blue appeared to have a bigger affinity for PHA than did Sudan Black B which was considered the standard staining procedure. The application of Aniline blue stain for glycogen identification for an excitation wavelength of 315 nm [97] , can cause glycogen to fluoresce blue (430-450 nm), however, as reported by Serafim et al. [75] the staining procedures for glycogen detection has not frequently been used due to inconsistent results. Recently, promising results were already obtained by Mesquita et al. [107] for Nile blue and Aniline blue staining techniques identifying, PHA and glycogen inclusions respectively, in AS with filters differing from the above. For Nile blue staining, a long pass filter was used with an excitation bandpass of 530-550 nm and the stained PHA inclusions fluorescing red (625-675 nm). Regarding the Aniline blue staining, a long pass filter was used with an excitation bandpass of 365-370 nm and the stained glycogen inclusions fluorescing green (525-575 nm). Fig. 4 shows images obtained from a lab-scale AS system with Nile blue and Aniline blue staining procedures. Taking into account the possibility of using image analysis procedures for these intracellular storage compounds, a previous step of staining optimization is required due to non-uniform dye concentrations problems. Automatic image analysis procedures should facilitate the evaluation and interpretation of the biological processes, regarding the presence of microorganisms presenting intracellular storage compounds, with the benefit of being non-invasive, non-subjective, and fast.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy
The confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) can be used for studying the microbial community structure. Fig. 5 shows an image acquired in CLSM. It is a technique where the light microscope has been transformed from an instrument able to view samples in two dimensions to one which can explore structures in three dimensions. Problems related to standard fluorescence microscopy are minimized by CLSM, which is the most powerful non-invasive instrument for studying living samples with a 3D structure [108] . Thus, the use of CLSM for FISH visualization can surpass several problems related to the structure and dynamics of microbial communities, mostly to study samples containing relatively dense aggregated biomass like AS. Nowadays, CLSM is increasingly employed in studies with AS especially to visualize and quantify FISH probed populations [25, 26, [109] [110] [111] [112] . Other characteristics, such as the floc internal structure can also be studied using this technology [4, 113, 114] . Recently, CLSM was combined with a fluorescent viability indicator [17] to study antibiotic toxicity in AS [91] , sustaining that even low concentrations were toxic to the sludge. Research on the simultaneous Gram and viability staining was also performed using CLSM, suggesting that toxicity changed AS composition, and also led to bacteria disintegration [19] . The presence of EPS which have a significant influence on the physicochemical properties of microbial aggregates, such as structure, surface charge, flocculation and settling properties has also been studied using CLSM. Thorough analyses of the structural characteristics of AS flocs and spatial distribution of floc components, showing biopolymers, total cells, bacteria, and enzyme distribution, have already been published [115, 116] . In spite of these advantages provided by CLSM, there are several disadvantages pointed out by Daims and Wagner [108] . Although Daims et al. [109] refers the time constraints for manual counting, requiring high-magnification CLSM sections, which allow single-cell resolution within clusters, this limitation may be surpassed using image analysis programs. In such a case the most important time constraints refer to the time needed to the stacks acquisition. Furthermore the limited accuracy obtained for samples containing densely aggregated cells, stated by these authors, may not occur for the AS sludge samples. However, it should always be kept in mind that the cost of the equipment is one of the drawbacks of this methodology. A new technology based on CLS Macroscopy presents advantages over CLSM namely: (1) an extremely wide range of magnification; (2) the ability to record very large data sets, and (3) the ability to image very large specimens [117] . In AS samples, Louvet et al. [93] proved that the level of visible details significantly improved with the use of a CLS Macroscope. The authors found that optical zoom allowed a fast overview of the slides before zooming on a selected AS floc with optimal magnification, and that the three-dimensional structure of flocs could be visualized.
The application of QIA procedures in CLSM images will be further discussed. However, based on the present knowledge, it is known that these procedures must take into account specific algorithms for segmenting three dimensional images, regarding the definition of intensity thresholds to distinguish the objects from the background, depending on the type of sample [118] .
Image processing and analysis
Computers are key equipments for the analysis of large amounts of data, for tasks requiring complex computation, and for the extraction of quantitative information, opposite to the qualitative evaluation of human analysis. Today, the automatic analysis of numerical images captured by digital cameras enables to extract quickly quantitative information [39] . Thus, as a basic concept, image processing and analysis is the extraction of significant information from images, by means of digital image processing techniques.
The diversity of digital image processing applications is continuously growing through all areas of science including: medicine, such as dermoscopy [119] , radiography [120, 121] and endoscopy [122] ; chemistry, such as spectrophotometry [123] ; biology [124] ; and other fields of applications. Several studies have been already reported coupling digital image analysis with microbial microscopy such as the study of fungal hyphae morphology and physiology [125] , yeasts characterization [126] [127] [128] [129] , Escherichia coli characterization by fluorescence microscopy [130] , enumeration and sizing of aquatic bacteria [131] , biomass and filamentous species determination [39, 41] , fungus colonies biochemical and mycelium differentiation [132] , and mammalian cells characterization [133] .
Regarding the use of this technology, it is essential to take into account the early stages of image capture/acquisition and image processing prior to the image analysis per se. These three steps are fundamental to obtain good quality images and extract the most important information from them.
Image acquisition
Image acquisition is, in most cases, performed through the use of digital cameras. The signal produced from the digital camera leads to the formation of a matrix of picture elements (called pixels) directly proportional to the light intensity received by each sensor [134] . The number of bits allocated to the pixels of any given image determines the number of colors in the image. For grayscale images it is common to represent each pixel in 8 bits corresponding to 256 gray levels. Commonly, monochrome images have been acquired for bright-field (without staining), phase-contrast and even fluorescence (with a single fluorescent dye or narrow bandpass filters) microscopy. In the latter case the intensity, at a given emission wavelength, is the prevailing factor for further analysis and thus monochrome cameras can be used, due to their high sensitivity. In optical and fluorescence imaging the largest problems regarding image acquisition are the correct focusing and, for the bright-field and phase-contrast also the non-uniformity of the background illumination. Regarding the fluorescence microscopy, fading, bleaching and background fluorescence problems need also to be dealt with. These issues should be studied and optimized prior to the acquisition of the images, for a well succeeded image processing and analysis procedure. Most real-world images, however, are not monochrome, but colorful. Light microscopes produce color images, and many preparation techniques make use of color, for example, to identify structure or locate chemical activity in novel ways. Staining procedures using bright-field are, therefore, commonly applied, producing color images. Also in fluorescence microscopy color images may be acquired. Such is the case when two or more fluorescent dyes are used, in the same sample preparation, to distinguish objects or structures, and the visualization of the different dyes accomplished using a longpass filter. In this case, both the intensity at a given emission wavelength and the wavelength (color) itself are relevant factors. In color imaging, the use of color scales as a substitute for brightness values allows determining small changes in the color space that can't be identified by the grayscale brightness values alone [134] . In this case images are typically digitized as 24-bit RGB (red, green and blue channels), meaning that 8 bits or 256 (linear) levels of brightness for red, green, and blue are stored [134] . Apart from the problems needed to be resolved above mention for monochrome images, color imaging may present problems of their own. Such is the case when the colors to be recognized are too similar in the RGB spectrum, given the limited number of bits allocated to each color in the digital camera.
Image processing
The purpose of the image processing step resides on obtaining a final image, usually grayscale or binary, holding significant information for a given application. First, images are pre-processed, including background determination and elimination, and image enhancing operations. Subsequently, segmentation is performed to separate the objects from the background by using spatial or frequency domain segmentation methodologies. In order for segmentation to take place, a threshold value or values must be defined to allow the differentiation between the objects and the background. Obtaining a binary image (pixel value of 1 for objects and 0 for background) is a critical step, which should be automated as much as possible to avoid subjectivity (differences of appreciation between operators) [41] . A post-processing of the binary images may be, at times, needed to solve issues like the removal of border objects (cut-off by the borders of the image), removal of debris or the separation of touching objects, among several others. Finally, the binary images can be used directly to perform the image analysis step or serve as mask images to extract the intensity images of the objects or regions of interest [135] .
The major challenge of processing color images for quantitative analysis is the difficulty to discriminate, with accuracy, features of significant importance within an image. The problem is that microbial objects of interest in high definition digital color images are commonly represented by pixels with heterogeneous brightness ranges in each RGB channel. To aggravate this, the objects of interest often have shallow gradients of brightness transition at their borders resulting in indistinctive boundaries that contrast gradually with the background [136] , and in other cases present bright halos that hamper the boundaries recognition.
Image analysis
This step is performed once the final images from the processing step are obtained. Usually, when working with binary images most common parameters are related to the objects morphology (Euclidian geometry) for instance, equivalent diameter, area, number, perimeter, length, width, eccentricity, roundness, extent, convexity, compactness, and solidity [135] . Sometimes, other parameters related to fractal dimensions are also taken into account when objects have highly irregular geometric shapes [53, 137] . Since these parameters reflect the complexity of a given structure such as the case of aggregates from AS systems, an increasing number of studies have been already conducted [41, 53, [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] . However, the nature of these parameters can differ significantly from application to application. In color scales, particularly for fluorescent staining, intensity images, apart from binary, are also commonly determined [140] , presenting invaluable information regarding the biomass physiological status and particular components contents determination.
Image analysis application in activated sludge systems
With a potential application in a number of different areas, unsurprisingly, image analysis has been increasingly used in wastewater treatment monitoring both in fundamental research and as a complementary tool for sludge characterization in aerobic and anaerobic processes, helping clarifying operational behavior and/or malfunctions.
The study of wastewater treatment aerobic processes through the use of image analysis has been performed mainly in AS systems, as they are the most frequent biological processes. Table 1 shows the main achievements in AS characterization using QIA techniques. It was already established that the relationship between SVI and sludge composition (aggregated biomass structure and contents and filamentous biomass contents) is considered of critical importance, making image analysis a powerful tool for biomass inspection and avoiding operator subjectivity.
Acquisition, sampling and dilution in activated sludge
Normally, bright-field or phase-contrast microscopy is used at 100× total magnification for visualization and image acquisition. However, a study regarding the magnification effects on biomass structure has already been published comparing the acquisition using 100× and 20× total magnification [44] . It was concluded that the 100x total magnification allowed for the detection of both small aggregates and filamentous biomass contents while still presenting a good representativeness of the total biomass contents.
One of the critical steps in QIA is the sample preparation. For AS microscopic inspection, a specific volume (normally 50 L, 25 L, or 10 L) of AS fresh samples is placed carefully on a glass Method to monitor bulking events [19] Full-scale Epifluorescence and CLSM Antibiotic could change the activated sludge bacteria composition, according to their Gram type and bacterial death was followed by bacterial disintegration [29] Full-scale Epifluorescence, CLSM, and TPE-LSM
The selection of the appropriate microscopic technique depends strongly on the type of microbial aggregates being analyzed [32] Pilot-scale Bright-field Tested the sensitivity of the method for the detection of filamentous bulking conditions [33] Full-scale Bright-field Validation of the method monitoring a plant during 1 year [34] Pilot-scale Bright-field Bulking events easily detected [35] Pilot-scale and Channel reactor Bright-field Filamentous bulking detected using synthetic or municipal wastewater [36] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Filamentous bulking related to the increase of total filament length and with change in floc shape [37] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Monitor bulking events in a lab-scale system [38] Lab-scale SBR Phase-contrast Image analysis information as an indication for the amount of suspended solids in the effluent [40] Lab-scale SBR Bright-field Wider range of SVI results related with image analysis properties [42] Full-scale Bright-field Validation of an image analysis procedure in different full-scale AS systems [43] Full-scale Bright-field and Phase-contrast Bright-field image analysis provided the best overall results [44] Full-scale Bright-field Sample dilutions affects AS content and 100× magnification is the best option for AS characterization [45] Lab-scale Bright-field and epifluorescence
Identification of different types of bulking [46] Lab-scale Bright-field and epifluorescence
Fast, simple and effective methodology for deviating conditions in AS [60] Pilot-plant Dark-field Relate the morphology of the sludge flocs with traditional settling indexes [62] Lab-scale SBR Bright-field and TEM Sludge flocs at lower solids retention time (SRT) were more irregular and more variable in size with time than those at higher SRT [65] Full-scale FISH and CLSM Several parameters of flocs were obtained by a 3D reconstructed image [69] Full-scale Bright-field Shape factors were found to be useful as a measure of softness or stiffness of the flocs [74] Lab-scale Bright-field Gram-negative/Gram-positive filamentous bacteria determination [76] SBR Bright-field PHB storage in filaments [93] Lab-scale SBR Epifluorescence and CLSM Antibiotic time-kill activity was quantified [107] Lab-scale EBPR Epifluorescence Novel method for intracellular storage polymers [109] Full-scale FISH and CLSM Demonstration of a quantified method for enumerating bacteria in samples in which cells are not homogeneously distributed [110] Full-scale FISH and CLSM Direct determination of the floc volume, heterogeneity factors and the population structure of AS flocs [141] Lab-scale Bright-field Method for quality assessment of AS [142] Lab-scale SBR Bright-field Biomass deflocculation with antibiotics [144] Shake flasks Epifluorescence Effects on flocs morphology are significantly influenced even at low concentrations of surfactants [145] Full-scale Phase-contrast Flocs and filaments were recognized using shape descriptors [146] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Correlation between SVI and filamentous bacteria and aggregated biomass [147] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Shape descriptors of flocs and filaments correlated with sludge settling ability [148] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Robust procedure with results for a set of parameter values for a wide variety of image types [149] Full-scale and Lab-scale SBR Bright-field The number of microbial aggregates and the influence of dilution was established [152] Pilot-scale Bright-field Flocs fractal dimensions related to SVI [153] Full-scale Bright-field Deflocculation of aggregated biomass with salt addition [154] Lab-scale SBR Bright-field Identification of biomass flocculation and deflocculation [155, 156] Lab-scale Bright-field The effect of surfactant on the flocs of activated sludge can be quantitatively described by the morphological parameters [157] Full-scale Bright-field Typical protozoa and metazoa of AS systems were successfully recognized [158] Full-scale Phase-contrast A thresholding algorithm was developed to automatically separate flocs or filaments [159] Full-scale Phase-contrast Specific parameters were found to accurately classify flocs and filaments [160] Lab-scale SBR Bright-field Floc structure was quantified and related to settling ability [161] Lab-scale SBR Bright-field SVI related with the floc structure [162] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Competition between filamentous and non-filamentous bacteria related to dilution rate [163] Lab-scale Phase-contrast Dynamic ARX models were used to predict the settling properties of the sludge in filamentous bulking [164] Lab-scale Phase-contrast AS stability evaluated by total averaged filament length per image [165] Lab-scale Phase-contrast A great potential for more accurate determination of the bioflocculation mechanism [166] Lab-scale MBR Phase-contrast Monitoring of bioflocculation can prevent irreversible fouling problems [167] Full-scale MBR Phase-contrast Filterability can be predicted by analyzing the bioflocculation state of activated sludge [168] Pilot-scale MBR Bright-field Higher SRT contributes to better activated sludge bioflocculation and, as a consequence, to lower fouling rates [169] Lab-scale Bright-field and CLSM Hospital effluents affect the floc structure, the production of EPS matrix, and the bacteria population balance slide. Sample deposition can be performed by means of a calibrated micropipette with a sectioned tip, allowing the largest aggregates to pass through. One of the most used methodologies consists in covering the slide with a cover slip (20 mm × 20 mm or 24 mm × 24 mm). The use of such methodology must take care on achieving a sample depth, between slide and cover slip, high enough to avoid disrupting the sludge structure. Images are then usually acquired in the upper, middle and bottom of the slide. This methodology has proved to be adequate for AS characterization [6, [33] [34] [35] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 141] . Other methodologies, similar to the previously described [89, 142] use a smear of AS sample (usually 100 L), spread on a glass slide with a wide-bore pipette, and air dry the sample. This technique is also similar to the traditional Gram staining procedure, however, AS samples are commonly visualized in bright-field only at 100× total magnification instead of 1000× total magnification used in Gram staining. It is believed that the most important task in this step is to ensure AS sample integrity and the use of a constant methodology for having representative information about the sludge state. When AS systems are the main processes in WWTP they may operate with high biomass concentrations requiring a dilution step prior to microscopy analysis. However, this procedure can produce morphological changes in aggregates and free filamentous bacteria previously attached to the flocs, leading to erroneous information [143] . As a matter of fact, the modification of the osmotic pressure when a dilution is performed can trigger biomass to deflocculate, causing subsequent release of floc-forming and filamentous bacteria to the mixed liquor, which can change the aggregate size and morphology [44] . Both the studies of Mesquita et al. and da Motta et al. [44, 143] revealed that due to the different influence of dilutions on several key biomass structure parameters, the use of a single correction factor for the overall results seems unfeasible. Therefore, a special attention should be given when high biomass concentration AS are characterized by means of image analysis and the correct operating dilution requires careful consideration. Therefore, dilution is preferably performed to standardize the sample to a fixed mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration (e.g., 1 g L −1 ) and, if possible, with supernatant to avoid disturbing the floc structure by osmotic or ion exchange effects inducing deflocculation.
The use of an image analysis procedure requires the acquisition of a sufficient number of images per sample. However, this definition varies among the published studies in AS samples leading to quite different number of acquired images between studies. Grijspeerdt and Verstraete [59] found that at least 150 objects, corresponding to about 10 images, should be analyzed in order to obtain statistically relevant results. Liwarska-Bizukojc and Bizukojc [144] further extended that number, establishing a number of 40 images as sufficient to obtain statistically relevant results. The minimum number of acquired images was also discussed by Jenné et al. [145] finding a strong fluctuation of aggregated and filamentous bacteria contents until 50 images were acquired, corresponding to around 900 objects (including aggregates and filaments). Such was also the number of acquired images in a number of other studies [36] [37] [38] 93, [146] [147] [148] . Even more images per sample were acquired by da Motta et al. [33] in their studies, considering a number of 70 images adequate to provide reliable results. Finally, around 150 images have been commonly acquired by Mesquita et al. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and Amaral et al. [141] , corresponding to around 3000 objects (including aggregates and filaments) to guarantee representative information in sludge composition. In another approach, Perez et al. [149] found that a total of 300 objects should be included to obtain statistically significant results in AS morphological characterization, corresponding to a different number of images depending on the type of sludge under investigation. The variability in the number of acquired images and objects, by the previous authors, in order to obtain statistically relevant results, indicates that the prior knowledge of the sludge concentration is quite valuable for the image analysis acquisition steps.
Image analysis in bright-field and phase-contrast microscopy
One of the earlier uses of image processing and analysis in AS monitoring was set on the aggregated biomass characterization. In fact, using image analysis techniques, Grijspeerdt and Verstraete [59] found a good correlation between the form factor morphological parameter and the diluted SVI, pointing out the possibility to estimate AS concentration (apart from highly concentrated sludge). Furthermore, Govoreanu et al. [150] studied the most important parameters regarding the aggregated biomass characterization, aggregates size and shape. It is also known that aggregates generated in AS processes have some fractal features, and several morphological properties could be characterized by fractal dimensions. Hence, the concept of fractal dimension was found applicable in the characterization of the flocs geometry, in the process of aggregation [53, 137, 151] . Fractal dimension parameters were then studied to find a threshold value and to distinguish between the "weak" and "firm" flocs by Arelli et al. [152] , and a correlation between the flocs fractal dimensions and SVI was established. With a different scope, Mesquita et al. [153, 154] studied the aggregated biomass Euclidean morphology in a SBR treating saline wastewaters (synthetic and fishery). Deflocculation of aggregated biomass with salt addition due to pinpoint floc formation, dispersed bacteria growth and protozoa absence was established. Comparing synthetic and fishery wastewaters treatment, sludge flocculation and deflocculation, respectively, were identified, indicating that biomass changes obtained with synthetic wastewater cannot be extrapolated to fishery wastewater. The removal of surfactants was also studied based on image analysis procedures showing its influence on the morphology and activity of aggregated biomass [155, 156] .
Since AS encloses a complex ecosystem composed of different types of microorganisms including protozoa and metazoa, a procedure for the semi-automatic identification of the main protozoa and metazoa species present in full-scale AS systems was recently developed [157] . This methodology has proved to be adequate in terms of the main protozoa and metazoa recognition, as well as for the operating conditions assessment.
Apart from the aggregated biomass characterization and protozoa and metazoa recognition, image analysis has been increasingly used for simultaneous characterization of AS aggregated biomass and filamentous bacteria in full-scale WWTPs and lab-scale AS systems. A good example are the works of Cenens et al. [158, 159] , Banadda et al. [146] , Arelli et al. [152] , Jenné et al. [36] [37] [38] 145, 147, 148] , da Motta et al. [32] [33] [34] [35] , Casellas et al. [160] , Dagot et al. [161] and Contreras et al. [162] . This later proposed an image analysis procedure to classify objects as either filamentous or non-filamentous organisms based on different shape parameters. Both Banadda et al. [146] and Arelli et al. [152] established correlations between SVI, filamentous bacteria contents and aggregated biomass morphology. Following the works of Cenens et al. [158, 159] , which proposed an automatic thresholding algorithm for the classification of the aggregated and filamentous biomass, Jenné et al. [145] , studied the most important parameters to accurately classify the AS biomass structure. Later, Jenné et al. [36, 37, 147] , in lab-scale experiments, confirmed the relationship between filamentous bacteria abundance and SVI values. Furthermore, and due to the recognition of significant changes in floc shape due to bulking events, Jenné et al. [38] characterized the debris fraction in the sludge, i.e. non-settleable material like very small flocs, short filaments, and small organic and inorganic waste material. This work further demonstrated the usefulness of image analysis information to assess the amount of suspended solids in the effluent. Recently, a study was performed in AS systems showing the great potential of image analysis procedure to relate to settling properties as the morphological parameters of AS respond rather fast to changing process conditions, especially during filamentous bulking [163] . Image analysis parameters have been also found of great potential to study the stability of the sludge prior to an impact of different operational conditions in a lab-scale reactor after the period of acclimatization [164] , and to determine the bioflocculation mechanism of aggregated biomass combined with EPS analysis [165] . The growing interest in membrane bioreactors (MBRs) as valuable alternative for conventional AS systems, conducted to relevant research in the bioflocculation of the sludge using automated image analysis. Van den Broeck et al. [166] [167] [168] found that monitoring bioflocculation in MBRs can prevent fouling, estimate the sludge filterability, and the large contribution of the solids retention time to achieve lower fouling rates. Furthermore, full-scale AS systems have been increasingly monitored in the last few years by Amaral and Ferreira [6] and Mesquita et al. [40, 42] . These authors found that automated image analysis allowed for the detection of a number of different bulking events, and established strong relationships between the sludge settling properties and image analysis parameters.
A large range of procedures is already available to characterize the sludge concerning aggregated biomass and filamentous bacteria. Regarding the applicability of image analysis procedures in full-scale WWTP, a great number of studies have been conducted, revealing the applicability of this technique as an alternative method for AS characterization, even when operating problems, mostly related to the settling ability of the sludge, are present.
Most research described above was performed using monochrome images obtained from bright-field or phase-contrast microscopy. However, the use of color imaging is becoming more attractive because the use of color scales as a substitute for brightness values allows detecting changes in the color space. As a matter of fact, QIA procedures, coupled to classic staining techniques, have already been developed using color images for the quantification of the filamentous bacteria Gram status (Gram staining), and the analysis of PHB inclusions (Sudan Black B staining) in filamentous organisms from AS systems [74, 76] . In these cases, staining procedures were carried out on biomass smears fixed on glass microscopic slides and observed by optical microscopy at 250× total magnification for an in-depth evaluation of the sludge. However, as stated before (Section 2.1.3) these staining techniques may be of limited application in large and dense structures.
Image analysis in fluorescence and confocal laser scanning microscopy
As previously mentioned, a diverse range of fluorescent stains is available for the scientific community to visualize different types of intracellular storage compounds in a complex community of AS. In accordance, image analysis procedures have been already developed and applied to complex samples from an EBPR system to quantify intracellular storage polymers such as glycogen by Aniline blue staining, and PHA by Nile blue staining, using a standard fluorescence microscope [107] .
Currently, fluorescent stains are increasingly used to quantify the relative abundance of specific microorganisms. FISH staining techniques are, nowadays, one of the most widely used processes to identify the bacterial community in an AS system, as the studies of Daims et al. [109] pointed out. AS flocs were further characterized using FISH by CLSM and image analysis by Schmid et al. [110] and related to the sludge settling ability. The developed image analysis procedure was based on the differentiation between the background and the floc structure using a threshold taking into account the variation of intensity in different stacks acquired at different depths for each sample. They concluded that the combination between CLSM and image analysis could be a powerful method for direct determination of the floc volume, heterogeneity factors and the population structure of AS flocs. Furthermore, Daims et al. [109] developed a protocol to determine the concentration of bacteria in environmental samples by a combination of FISH, CLSM, and digital image analysis, demonstrating the utility of this type of quantification for enumerating bacteria in samples in which cells are not homogeneously distributed. In their studies the most relevant contribution relied on the image segmentation threshold determination by using a rapid automated threshold selection or iterative algorithms [108, 118] .
Beyond FISH, several works have been performed to establish the physiological state of the AS biomass using fluorescent dyes such as: Live/Dead ® BacLight TM bacterial viability kit [17, 45, 93] , Live Baclight TM bacterial Gram stain [45, 46] , and ViaGram TM Red+ Bacterial Gram Stain and Viability Kit [19] . Mesquita et al. [45] studied the biomass composition from aggregated and filamentous bacteria, on Gram-positive/Gram-negative and viable/damaged bacteria. This work resulted in the identification and characterization of a number of different bulking problems in a conventional AS system through the direct correlation of the collected data with SVI and MLSS. Furthermore, the usefulness of a fluorescent viability indicator combined with CLSM was established by Louvet et al. [93] during a toxicity study in AS samples. The inhibition ability of an antibiotic in AS samples using a combined kit for viability and Gram differentiation by CLSM, showing the AS composition changes was also previously reported [19] . More recently, QIA was applied with CLSM microscopy to study the effect of hospital effluents on AS. Stalder et al. [169] found that the floc structure, the production of EPS matrix, and the bacteria population balance were affected by those effluents. An in-depth knowledge to link the phylogenetic identity to the activity of the bacteria under investigation has been also studied in CLSM through the combination of microautoradiography (MAR) and FISH. This technique may be quite helpful on establishing the uptake activity of nutrients, and other compounds, to given microorganism species. Nielsen et al. [170, 171] concluded that an actual quantitative method could be very valuable in the direct study of ecophysiology of bacteria in complex environments, and in the assignment to phylogenetic groups combining MAR-FISH and CLSM.
Apart from light, fluorescence and CLSM microscopy, a number of other microscopy techniques has already been essayed for AS characterization. As an example, the study of Lopez et al. [29] using fluorescence microscopy, CLSM, and two photon excitation laser scanning microscopy (TPE-LSM) revealed that for flocs with high cell densities, the use of TPE-LSM is preferred, providing a clearer image of the internal structure of the aggregate. Moreover under the appropriate power multi-photon excitation with near infrared light is far less damaging to many living samples. However, for typical AS flocs fluorescence and CLSM proved to be adequate. Regarding full-scale WWTP applications, the more affordable fluorescence microscopy could be promising for a routine monitoring of microbial structures characterization in AS.
In color images, due to the large spectrum of applications further efforts in image analysis procedures is still needed. This is due to the large range of applications: (1) bright-field imaging to identify different types of microbial organisms and inclusions of specific compounds, (2) FISH for a specific microbial population, or (3) fluorescent imaging to study the physiological state of the sludge and intracellular storage polymers. The combination of several of these color staining procedures with QIA could help clarifying the nature of an operational problems in full-scale WWTP.
Chemometrics application in wastewater treatment
The term "chemometrics" is usually associated to mathematical, statistical, and chemical methods. Recent advances in computer and instrumentation techniques lead to the collection of large amounts of data from different processes that are best treated by the integration of these methods. Chemometrics tools can, therefore, be used for a wide variety of tasks, including the evaluation and interpretation of data, the optimization and development of predictive models of processes and experiments, and finally the extraction of a maximum of information from the experimental data [172, 173] . Nowadays, multivariate statistical analysis has become a very important tool to extract useful information from datasets in order to improve process performance and product quality [174] .
In environmental analysis the processes and reactions are often non-stationary, irreversible, and take place in systems which are difficult to define, and impossible to describe using deterministic models [173] . The increasing use of chemometrics in environmental studies over the last two decades corresponds to the intensive research devoted to test, and proves the power of data processing techniques in this field. Three main areas of interest can be distinguished in chemometric environmental studies: quantitative chemical analysis, monitoring for environmental quality assessment and modeling and prediction of toxicological effects [175] . In WWTPs, and due to regulations for effluent quality, the detection of disturbances is very important for the optimization of the process performance. Nowadays, the number of assessed variables in WWTPs increased due to computerized measurement devices, hindering dataset interpretation. Therefore, a more systematic way to handle and analyze data is needed to effectively extract relevant information for monitoring and supervision [176] .
Multivariate statistical analysis has been already used to estimate influent chemical oxygen demand (COD) loads to a WWTP [177] , through artificial neural networks (ANN), allowing the differentiation between situations of low, normal and high influent loads, mainly based on oxygen uptake rate measurements in tanks. Recently, the use of multivariate statistical analysis was found to be important for WWTPs diagnosis in protozoa and metazoan identification. In fact, the recognition of these organisms requires skilled operators and the identification task is labor and time consuming. For that purpose, Amaral et al. [178] [179] [180] and Ginoris et al. [181, 182] used image analysis associated to multivariate statistical analysis, such as ANN, discriminant analysis (DA), and decision trees (DT). In fact, ANNs are considered to be very effective to capture non-linear relationships between variables in complex systems, and can be applied in situations where insufficient process knowledge is available to construct a model of the system [183] .
Some of the most widely used multivariate statistical analyses in WWTPs operation, comprise principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS), given their ability to extract invaluable information regarding the state of the system from large datasets. The work presented in this review addresses multidimensional data treatment using, primarily, these multivariate statistical methods.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA is among the most popular methods for extracting information from data, and has been applied in a wide range of fields. PCA is a multivariate statistical data analysis technique using projection into latent variables (LVs) to reduce high-dimensional and strongly correlated data to a much smaller dataset that can then be easily interpreted. PCA has also been reported as a useful technique for determining correlations between large numbers of variables in a dataset. PCA acts by changing the high-dimensional datasets into low-dimensional datasets via the linear combination of variables constituting the original datasets. This approach is important for problems with a large number of input variables and features in chemical and biological processes. If some of the measured variables are linearly related or contaminated by errors, the first few components capture the relationship between the variables, and the remaining components are composed only of error. Thus, eliminating the less important components reduces the contribution of errors in the measured data and represents it in a compact manner [184] .
Many researchers have already used PCA for wastewater treatment disturbances diagnosis [48, [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] and for toxicity evaluation [191] . Paper mill wastewaters were also evaluated through physical-chemical parameters combined with EPS production by cells using PCA analysis [49] . These authors found that in WWTP with high EPS production, the statistical analysis allowed to show the contribution of the nitrification process and the presence of PO 4 3− nutrients, for stable sludge and good settling properties. Furthermore, high-dimensional data from QIA strengthen the need of multivariate statistical techniques for these purposes. Such was the case of Jenné et al. [147] that applied PCA to find the parameters from image analysis datasets more related to the SVI. PCA techniques have also been successfully applied for monitoring a wide range of wastewater treatment systems using spectroscopy [192] [193] [194] . More recently the study of Mesquita et al. [46] focused on PCA analysis for the detection of AS systems abnormalities using data collected from aggregated and filamentous biomass, biomass composition on Gram-positive/Gram-negative bacteria and viable/damaged bacteria, and operational parameters. Results allowed the identification of several disturbances, namely filamentous bulking, pinpoint flocs formation, and viscous bulking as well as normal conditions by grouping the collected samples in corresponding clusters.
Partial least squares (PLS)
PLS is a linear multivariate statistical method particularly useful to predict a set of dependent (response) variables (Y) from a large set of independent (control) variables (X). In PLS regression, the model determines components (latent vectors) from X that are also relevant for Y, performing a simultaneous decomposition of X and Y. The regression method attempts to maximize the covariance between matrices X and Y. An optimal number of LVs can be estimated using cross-validation (CV) or separate test sets [195] . However, since this is a linear method, a suitable data input selection is needed, otherwise non-linear transformations of the data should be included to accommodate the non-linearity of the pursued model. Furthermore, data normalization, prior to the development of the PLS model, is necessary in order to avoid biasing the weights determination of the input variables. It should also be stressed that the PLS model is limited to the data range used to build the model, and careful must be taken in extrapolating the model beyond that range.
The study of Ferrer et al. [196] revealed that with a PLS approach it is possible to build predictive models for monitoring the performance of WWTPs, help in the diagnosis of a complex batch polymerization process, develop an automatic classifier based on image data, and assist in the empirical model building of a continuous polymerization process. A number of other attempts have been made to implement PLS modeling methodologies on WWTPs. Several applications are focused on predictions of quality parameters of the WWTP influent or effluent, and a considerable amount of the reported results are based on daily average values of the on-line measured variables combined with off-line measured variables [174, 197] . PLS was found to predict deterioration of the sludge settling ability properties [197] and isolate disturbances from the normal operating conditions [194] . A PLS approach was used to predict the SVI in WWTPs during filamentous bulking events using solely image analysis information [6] . Furthermore, PLS models were recently used to estimate several operational parameters using UV-vis and near-infrared spectroscopy on a lab-scale AS system and in full scale WWTPs [194, 198, 199] . More recently, studies using PLS analysis were performed using QIA provided by different fluorescent staining techniques for intracellular storage polymers quantification [107] , as a promising technique toward an alternative method to analytical off-line measurements.
The combination of different multivariate statistical methods is also commonly used nowadays. Such was the case of the work of Mesquita [140] gathering large amounts of morphological, physiological and operational data, reflecting the operation of an AS system in different experimental conditions. PCA and PLS were used to treat the collected data, integrating image analysis parameters from aggregated and filamentous biomass characterization, biomass composition on Gram-positive/Gram-negative bacteria and viable/damaged bacteria, alongside operational parameters. The potential of PCA was examined for the identification of each condition and PLS was then used to predict several parameters for each condition. Thus, combining QIA with chemometric techniques led to alternative methods to promptly monitor AS systems. Also, Pantsar-Kallio et al. [200] combined PCA with PLS into an effective tool for analyzing and displaying the composition of sewage. This study showed that the pollutants from different sources could be characterized. The nature of sewage pollutants, originating mainly from domestic waste, was carefully studied and found to depend on many factors such as the location of sampling areas, population lifestyle, day of week and sampling time. Singh et al. [201] used chemometric techniques such as cluster analysis (CA), DA, PCA, and PLS to analyze the wastewater dataset and identify the factors which affect domestic sewage composition, spatial and temporal variations, and similarity and/or dissimilarity among wastewater characteristics.
In summary, the application of chemometric techniques to QIA data demands special attention, since these modeling procedures could facilitate the replacement of labor, expensive and time consuming analytical measurements.
Concluding remarks and future perspectives
Nowadays, microscopy techniques coupled to staining procedures, including the use of fluorescent dyes, as a research tool, are of particular interest due to the high amount of information provided by these techniques. In this way, it is possible to obtain relevant information on the biomass characterization, viability and composition in near real time. However, further research is still needed to relate the microscopic observations with the standard analytical parameters.
This review showed that QIA is considered a powerful technology with great potential of application in wastewater treatment especially in AS systems. Over the years, the number of image analysis studies for biomass and sludge characterization is ever increasing, aiming at clean and safe final effluents in wastewater treatment, through the combination of operating parameters and image analysis information. In AS systems, particularly EBPR systems, image analysis procedures could be a pathway to overcome the lack of information regarding microbial population characterization. Image analysis could also contribute to study microbial diversity in aerobic granular sludge systems, but research is still needed to find the operational parameters effect on microbial population dynamics. Furthermore, the combination of the above techniques with chemometric techniques, such as PCA, PLS, DT, DA and artificial neural networks, has been shown to have great potential in allowing for an early-warning system regarding operating problems detection.
In conclusion, the application of QIA, alongside multivariate statistical analysis, as a monitoring tool has been found to contribute decisively to survey the AS contents and physiology in full-scale WWTPs, minimizing the occurrence of plant malfunctions and helping to propose appropriate correction methodologies, and reducing effluent composition discrepancies.
